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With the progress of science and technology and the growing social competition, 
learning has become an indispensable part of people’s daily lives. At present, people 
have a variety of learning styles, how to learn more effectively within a certain time, 
how to change passive learning into active learning has become an important issue. A 
choice for their own way can able to effectively improve their learning efficiency. 
Software applications into the learning process, to some extent, help to improve the 
learning efficiency. Save manpower and resources, while strengthening the learning 
exchange and the interaction between people. 
This thesis mainly focuses on how to design and implement a comprehensive, 
traditional structured design and realization of the online course system. The system 
uses J2EE technology architecture is divided into three different processing layers: 
presentation layer, business logic layer and data layer. The presentation layer is made of 
JSP and Web pages, business logic layer is made of JavaBean and Servlet controller 
structure, the data layer is made of MySQL. The application system with the system 
stability and low system cost, scalability, strong development of strong features. The 
function is that the administrators could maintain the information of users,authority 
management and data management; the teachers could maintain the information of 
courses, answer the questions dished out by students, manage the chapters of courses 
and practice ; the students could study courses online, practice and asking questions in 
time. this system meets software requirements of both teachers and students，also 
providing the reference for others seeking to develop online course system. 
The thesis offers the design and development of the flexible and practical the 
online course system, which based on the current situation of online learning system 
and needs analysis, according to the function module division, discussed the database 
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与 Tomcat；设计技术包括：J2EE、JavaBean、JSP 与 Servlet。由于 J2EE 在本系






试和发布等主要功能，这些功能能够完整地支持 HTML、Struts、Hibernate 等。 




1. JavaEE 模型。 
2. Web 开发工具。 
3. EJB 开发工具。 
4. 应用程序服务器的连接器。 
5. JavaEE 项目部署服务。 
6. 数据库服务。 
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